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BY ADAM THORNTON 

PREVIOUS articles in my Linux for S/390 series
have concentrated on individual

solutions within a single location in the enterprise — things
that solve a particular problem for a particular group or
organization. The next four articles in
this new series deal with a more glob-
al problem: how to find and organize
resources within a large organization
and maintain an enterprise-wide direc-
tory of people, computers and services.

This task may sound simple, but it
takes planning and infrastructure to
implement a successful enterprise
directory. In this article, I will concen-
trate on the planning and organizational
steps necessary to create a Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)-
based directory service. The remaining
three articles in this series will explore
how to implement and integrate LDAP
into the organization, and how to
access an LDAP directory from desktop
and large systems clients.

WHAT IS AN ENTERPRISE DIRECTORY?

As I mentioned in the introduction, an enterprise directory
is an electronic method of locating information about particular
resources or people (referred to as “objects”) within the
context of a larger organizational structure. Many small
businesses start out with a simple phone list of names and
telephone extensions stored in a spreadsheet; however, this
concept does not hold up well when faced with a large
organization that has many departments and many employees.

Organizing such a list is tiresome, and finding a particular
individual can involve a lot of misdirected effort — finding
Steve in Accounting, or Susie in IT Support is not always
easy in an unstructured, flat list.

In general, what you need is a
method to structure the available
information so that it reflects both the
data and the organizational structure
in which the data resides. Not only
do you need to know about a particu-
lar person or item, but where this
information exists within the scope of
the entire enterprise. An enterprise
directory system is designed to solve
the problem of searching an organized
set of information to locate a particular
person or item and provide informa-
tion about the item and attributes
related to it.

To succeed at this task, you must
create some basic concepts. First, you
need an “object.” An object can be any

particular item or piece of information to keep track of, for
example, a person, a printer, or a desktop computer. An object
is anything that someone may need to locate.

Second, you need an “attribute.” Objects possess associated
information about themselves that is of interest to others;
your name and telephone number are examples of attributes
related to you that other people may need to know. In general,
an attribute describes some aspect of the object. For example,
if the object is a computer or similar object, a common
attribute might be the vendor of the device. For a printer,
special capabilities such as duplexing support or special
paper handling might be the common attribute; likewise, for
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a person, common attributes might include
office number, telephone number, pager
number, and, of course, first and last names.

Third, you must place objects and their
attributes in some sort of relationship with
each other — common relationships are
ideas such as ownership (object B owns
objects A and C), contains (object C contains
object B), or “has administrative control of”
(object B controls the behavior of objects A
and C). These relationships help a person
trying to locate an item to understand how
the organization views the relationship
between items, and thus, to understand
some of the methods of accessing the item.

An enterprise directory system provides
all three concepts by storing a name for the
object, the location of a particular object
within the structure of the organization, and
an arbitrary number of attributes about each
item in a centralized server, which must be
accessible by client requests. In an enter-
prise directory, you ask for an object by
name, and the server locates the object and
returns information about the location of the
object within the organization, and (if you
asked nicely) some information about the
properties the object possesses.

Enterprise directories are often hierarchical
in nature — pieces of the overall structure
are maintained on separate servers by sepa-
rate pieces of the organization, commonly
termed “organizational units (OUs).” These
OUs normally contain the objects they con-
trol, thus assuming that the organization
responsible for the item is probably most
likely to be aware of the state and condition
of the item.

X.500 AND LDAP

The obvious problem with creating a
complex system for enterprise resource
location is how to store the data for reliable
and quick access by diverse systems. There
are many proprietary systems for this
application. For example, SNA LU name
lookup rules in a cross-domain environment
or DECnet node databases, but so far the
successful multi-system implementations
are based on an international standard
called X.500, which specifies the structure
of the directory and some basic object types
and attributes for different objects.

The Open Systems Initiative (OSI) of the
International Standards Organization (ISO)
developed X.500 in the late 1980s. It is a
complex standard (it has a number of

component parts) that is difficult to under-
stand and almost impossible to implement
in its entirety in a modern network, due to
incorporation of other portions of the OSI
networking infrastructure. The specifica-
tion is very powerful and very flexible;
however, as relatively few organizations
ever actually implemented OSI-based net-
works, X.500 became overlooked due to its
requirement for OSI network stacks and
their corresponding complexity.

After the OSI initiatives expired (and the
rest of the world adopted TCP/IP as the de
facto networking standard), an attempt to
salvage the X.500 concepts took shape as
LDAP was formed from the ashes of the
X.500 initiative. LDAP borrowed the best
ideas from the X.500 project, but assumed a
much simpler TCP-based transport protocol.
LDAP has garnered a strong following, and
forms the basis of many new initiatives for
network resource management, such as the
Netscape Directory Server. Even the
Microsoft Active Directory contains LDAP-
based components.

Borrowing extensively from X.500 con-
cepts and ideology, LDAP is organized as a
tree structure starting at the top with a node
representing the entire organization, as
shown in Figure 1. Organization level
names receive a tag (O=) to indicate that
they are top-level nodes. You can register
these names with national registries (the one
for the United States is the National
Institute for Standards and Technology in
Washington, D.C.), and thus can be included
in global directories managed under the
authority of the ISO.

As almost no organization has only one
department, Figure 1 also shows subdivision
of the organization into smaller units also
called (not surprisingly) “organizational
units.” This term is used for any part of the
hierarchy with subdivisions such as depart-
ments, workgroups or campus locations.
Figure 1 shows how OUs are used to rep-
resent both positions within the tree and
groupings of objects.

An OU can belong to only one other OU,
and is referenced by the path one takes
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FIGURE 1: X.500 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL TREE 

IsoPerson :== {
CommonName: string;
SurName : string;
FirstName : string;
TelephoneNumber : string;
Description: string;
RFC822EmailAddress: rfc822address;
. . . 
};

FIGURE 2: PARTIAL ISO PERSON MODEL 

;O=Acme;OU=Warehouse;OU=Sales;LN=Smith;CN=John

FIGURE 3: ACCESSING JOHN SMITH’S INFORMATION IN THE ACME SALES DEPARTMENT
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through the tree to get there, starting either
at the root of the tree or at a specific point in
the tree (called a “context”). For example,
to get to the organizational unit Sales in
Figure 1 starting at the root of the tree, you
would search for the following:

; O=Acme; OU=Jiddah; OU=Warehouse;
OU=Sales;

Whew! That is a lot of typing just to get to
the part of the tree you want! Also, note the
somewhat odd syntax — the spaces and
semicolons (;) are required for navigation.
The idea of a “context” allows us to set a
starting point in the tree, based on the idea
that objects in the same OU usually talk to
each other more frequently than outside
objects do, and as frequent users, we don’t
want to type all that extra stuff to get there
from the root. A “context” is just a string
that is added before the search argument
that specifies at what point in the tree to
start the search. For example, if you set
your context to O=Acme; OU=Jiddah;
OU=Warehouse, you can then just search
for OU=Sales and you are right there at the
Sales department in Saudi Arabia. This
reduces your typing from dozens of charac-
ters to only a few.

PLANNING AN ENTERPRISE
DIRECTORY

So how does an organization go about
planning an enterprise directory structure
that is understandable and useful in locating
resources across an organization? Let’s
examine some common methods.

Organization Models
In general, the first thing that most orga-

nizations use as a starting point for a LDAP
tree is the current organizational model —
the same organizational chart that is used
to reflect who reports to whom all the way
up the corporate ladder. This type of
approach is usually difficult to maintain

for large organizations due to duplication
of resources — every department has
printers, servers, and other devices that
replicate functions present in every orga-
nizational division.

The difficulties posed by functional repli-
cation lead to the second model: organiza-
tion of the tree by resource type. One may
choose to divide the organization into cate-
gories of resources, such as computers,
people and facilities, and then divide those
types of resources up by organizational unit.
A third popular method is to divide
resources up by geographical location —
after all, printing a document on a printer
located on the other side of an ocean does
not really help you get customer letters out
the door, even if your department does own
the printer.

Since each model has its limitations, it is
clear that these three models usually
appear in a combined form, most commonly
in a geographic/resource type combina-
tion, or in an organization/geography/

resource combination that reflects the
overall business unit structure.

Object Types
Once you have settled how to organize

resources, turn to what kinds of objects and
resources you need to be able to locate in
the directory. Most directory servers (and
the X.500 standard document) provide
some predefined types, such as a person, a
resource (a conference room, a printer, or
physical items in inventory, for example),
or some type of container that can hold
objects of other types (perhaps the OU=
container presented earlier). The type of
object determines what information is
stored about the object.

Object Attributes
Now comes the practical details — you

need to know what is important about each
object. Object attributes describe some
element of an object: name, favorite color,
server location, mailbox ID, or any other
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FIGURE 4: ACME PRODUCTS LDAP TREE 

FIGURE 5: PHYSICAL SERVER DEPLOYMENT FOR ACME PRODUCTS
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specific detail. The object type determines
the available attributes based on templates.
A sample template might look something
like Figure 2.

An object of type isoPerson possesses
several attributes, such as GivenName,
RFC822Mailbox, or FavoriteColor (or
Colour). Specifying the complete tree
address from the root, or from our current
context performs access to a specific
attribute. Figure 3 shows how you would
access a person in Acme’s Sales department
in Jiddah.

Note also that you can control access to
particular attributes through server config-
uration. In many areas, you must protect
personal data, and this capability is included
in most LDAP servers.

Replication and Server Location
As the quantity of data stored in an enter-

prise directory grows, it increases in value.
Correspondingly, the cost of having the
directory unavailable increases substantially
if large numbers of people or applications
that depend on the data are unable to function
because the data store is inaccessible.
Replication, the duplication of important
nodes in the directory tree on one or more
servers, provides automatic methods that
ensure damaging a server will not destroy
access to specific areas of the directory tree.
You accomplish this replication by having
separate server instances located on sepa-
rate machines, usually in geographically
separated areas, very much like DNS. The
server software is configured to replicate
a selected portion of the enterprise direc-
tory information to other servers. This
yields the benefits of reliability and faster
access to data concerning other parts of
the directory tree.

A SAMPLE ENTERPRISE
DIRECTORY DESIGN

Let’s examine the sample company that
will be highlighted in the next few articles

to implement the enterprise directory
solution on Linux for S/390. Our sample
company, Acme Products, GmBH, is a
mail-order products company providing
advanced technology to discerning desert
predators worldwide. Acme has two major
divisions (anvils and rocket-powered roller
skates) and four warehouses located in
Phoenix, Ariz., Mexico City, Mexico,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and Jiddah, Saudi
Arabia. As illustrated in Figure 4, each
warehouse location has three administra-
tive groups (administration, shipping and
sales), and each group has its own staff,
computers and resources (separate buildings
at the site).

To build an enterprise directory for Acme,
plan the directory setup as follows.

LDAP Tree and Server Design
For Acme, the simplest method to orga-

nize resources appears to be the geographic/
organizational/resource model, as each
department owns its own resources.
Establish LDAP servers at each site, and
use a master server at the corporate head-
quarters in Phoenix to tie the whole orga-
nization together. The HQ server will be
responsible for the C=Acme top level of
the tree. Replicate the information about
the gateways to each site here for redun-
dancy purposes.

The regional sites will receive an LDAP
server that represents the master copy of the
geographical OU entry, as well as additional
LDAP servers for each department at the
site. As shown in Figure 5, the servers will
be located in each building to simplify
access and increase speed when locating
nearby resources.

The X.500 tree structure appears very
similar to the physical structure of the
network. If we look at the addressing of
individual objects, the paths might appear
as shown in Figure 6.

This design approach ensures that impor-
tant information is cached in multiple
locations, and that any user or application

has an accessible copy of frequently-used
data. This means the directory will survive
if the WAN fails.

SUMMARY

While this article has not completely
described all the possibilities in designing
an enterprise directory tree, the next three
articles will describe the details. Never
forget that up-front planning is probably the
most difficult and most crucial part of a
successful implementation. The planning
stages for this type of infrastructure deter-
mine much of the hardware deployment and
network design. The design must closely
reflect the structure of the organization
using the directory. If the directory design
does not map well to the organizational
structure, you will end up with a tool
searching for a purpose.

Next month, I will examine the imple-
mentation for the Acme LDAP servers, and
how to configure and verify the directory at
each site.
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